urban farmer order food online yelp - urban farmer is a family of restaurants portland cleveland philadelphia and now home in denver that all stem from the concept of a modern yet inviting locally sourced steakhouse the urban farmer backdrop is warm and elegant yet quiet and rustic visually telling the life story of, urban farmer philadelphia the best 661 photos 451 - every aspect of urban farmer philadelphia is thoughtfully tailored to the people who live work and visit the northeastern city the specific local personality is the driving force behind all creative and culinary details giving it a style unique to this area, urban farmer denver yelp - dining at urban farmer is a full experience the waiter's shpiel about the sustainable sourcing and homegrown mushrooms was reminiscent of the portlandia episode where the diners ask if the chickens they're eating had friends and were happy but if you're into that kind of thing urban farmer will certainly live up to your expectations, urban farmer kitchen cocktails yelp com - 64 reviews of urban farmer kitchen cocktails i have lived in cities with great food for the last 11 years atlanta and denver so i'm naturally a food snob i never expected to find good food on a road trip through nebraska this place is a, urban farmer store the best 24 reviews yelp - 24 reviews of urban farmer store urban farmer is a great store anything you need for a garden lawn vegetable patch water feature or what have you can be found here the customer service can vary but usually errs on the side of helpful, urban harvest farmers market yelp com - urban harvest farmers market has quite a few straight from the texas farm produce as well as a few vendors that sell fresh eggs preserves baked goods handmade soaps etc my favorite stand is called nisha's flavors of india, urban farmer steakhouse philadelphia s modern - a philadelphia steakhouse staying true to midwest traditions using local organic farm to table ingredients urban farmer redefines the modern steakhouse restaurant in philadelphia